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Abstract
In a context where open-source NLP resources and tools in African languages are scarce and dispersed, it is difficult for researchers
to truly fit African languages into current algorithms of artificial intelligence. Created in 2017, with the aim of building communities
of voluntary contributors around African native and/or national languages, cultures, NLP technologies and artificial intelligence, the
NTeALan association has set up a series of web collaborative platforms intended to allow the aforementioned communities to create and
administer their own lexicographic resources. In this article, we present on the one hand the first versions of the three platforms: the
REST API for saving lexicographical resources, the dictionary management platform and the collaborative dictionary platform; on the
other hand, we describe the data format chosen and used to encapsulate our resources. After experimenting with a few dictionaries and
some users feedback, we are convinced that only collaboration-based approach and platforms can effectively respond to the production
of good resources in African native and/or national languages.
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1. Introduction
Language plays an important role in defining the identity
and humanity of individuals. As Tunde Opeibi (Tunde,
2012) said "In Africa, evidence shows that language has be-
come a very strong factor for ethno national identity, with
the ethnic loyalty overriding the national interest". To date,
the African continent has more than 2000 languages, more
than two thirds of which are poorly endowed. Among the
reasons justifying this observation, we can list:

• The lack of a strong linguistic policy in favor of these
languages

• The absence of the majority of these languages in the
digital space (social networks, online or mobile plat-
form, etc.) and in the educational system (mainly de-
scribed by (Tadadjeu, 2004) and (Don, 2010))

• The lack of open-source African linguistic re-
sources (textual and oral), Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) and/or Natural Language Understanding
(NLU) tools available for most of these languages

• The lack of experts in NLP, NLU and Artificial In-
telligence (AI) trained in the continent and who are
specialists in these languages

• The lack of open-source African linguistic resources
(textual and oral) and NLP and/or NLU tools available
for most of these languages

For several years now, artificial intelligence technologies,
including those of NLP, have greatly contributed to the eco-
nomic and scientific emergence of poorly endowed lan-
guages in northern countries, thanks to the availability
of lexicography and terminography resources in sufficient
quantity. African languages benefit very little from these

intelligent tools because of the scarcity of structured data
and collaborative platforms available for building linguis-
tic and cultural knowledge bases. In order to meet this
need and complement the initiatives already present on
the continent ((De Pauw et al., 2009), (Mboning, 2016),
(Vydrin, Valentin and Rovenchak, Andrij and Maslinsky,
Kirill, 2016), (Abate et al., 2018), (Mboning, Elvis and
NTeALan contributors, 2017), (Mangeot and Enguehard,
2011), (De Schryver, 2010), Afrilex association (Ruthven,
2005)), and also those from African, European and Amer-
ican research centers, NTeALan (New Technologies for
African Languages), specialized in the development of
NLP and NLU tools for teaching African languages and
cultures, has set up a collaborative and open-source plat-
form for building lexical resources for African national lan-
guages. Our main goal is to deal with languages spoken in
French-speaking African countries.

This paper focuses on the development of African linguis-
tics and cultural resources, which is an important starting
point for the technological step forward of each African
language. We describe our collaborative language re-
sources platform focusing on lexicographic data. This plat-
form is divided into three components: the open-source dic-
tionary backup API (back-end), the dictionary management
platform and the collaborative dictionary platform (fronts-
end).

2. Context of the work
2.1. NTeALan project
Created in 20171 and managed by academics and the
African Learned Society, NTeALan is an Association that

1Namely by Elvis Mboning (NLP Research Engineer at IN-
ALCO) and Jean Marc Bassahak (Contractor, Web designer and
developer), who were later on joined by Jules Assoumou, Head of
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works for the implementation of intelligent technologi-
cal tools, for the development, promotion and teaching of
African native and/or national languages. Our goals are
to digitize, safeguard and promote these poorly endowed
languages through digital tools and Artificial Intelligence.
By doing so, we would like to encourage and help young
Africans, who are willing to learn and/or teach their mother
tongues, and therefore build a new generation of Africans
aware of the importance and challenges of appropriating the
languages and cultures of the continent. Another purpose of
NTeALan’s work is to provide local researchers and com-
panies with data which could help them improve the qual-
ity of their services and work, hence building open-source
African languages resources is one of our core projects.

2.2. NTeALan’s approach: collaboration-based
model

Our approach is exclusively based on the collaboration
model (Holtzblatt and Beyer, 2017). We would like to
allow African people to contribute to the development
of their own mother tongues, under the supervision of
specialists and academics of African languages. Our model
involves setting up several communities: a community
of speakers of these languages, a community of native
specialists (guarantors of traditional, cultural and linguistic
knowledge), a community of academics specialized in
African linguistic technologies and a community of social,
institutional and public partners. Grouped by languages,
these communities work together with the same goal:
building linguistic and cultural resources useful for re-
search, technological and educational needs.

This approach applies to all NTeALan’s internal projects,
especially to the language resources platforms, as well as
their representation.

3. NTeALan’s language resource platforms
Our language resource platforms are divided into three
parts: one independent architecture and two dependent ar-
chitectures. The independent architecture serves not only
the two others but also all NTeALan’s projects as illustrated
in figure 1.

Figure 1: NTeALan APIs and service infrastructures

Department of Linguistics and African Literature at the University
of Douala.

The three architectures are the fruit of two upstream pro-
cesses depending on the input type (PDF files or images).
The first process involves digitization and the second seri-
alization:

• digitization: dictionaries in paper or digital format
like PDF, TIFF, PNG by OCR (Optical Character
Recognition) are digitized with Deep learning (Breuel,
2008); we annotate them to improve the OCR (see fig-
ure 2); each article constituents (featured word, trans-
lation, contextualization, conjugation, dialect variant,
etc.) are automatically detected, extracted and xml-
ized in XND (XML NTeALan Dictionary) format af-
terwards.

• serialization: dictionaries in an external format (tool-
box, XML, TEI, LMF) are automatically serialized in
XND format, using our internal NLP tools2.

In both cases, we start with a paper or digital dictionary and
end up with a XML dictionary in XND format. The latter is
the unique data entry format for our three architectures. It
should be noted that the two processes described above are
controlled by NTeALan linguists only. In future work they
will be opened to non-member contributors.

Figure 2: NTeALan dictionaries annotation platform based
on Ocropy tool and used to train Deep learning model for
OCR. This platform is under license on Creative Com-
mons BY-NC-SA 3.0 license: (http://dico-edit.
ntealan.net)

Figure 2 shows an example of annotation (from the bilin-
gual Duala-French dictionary) performed by NTeALan’s
members.

3.1. Independent architecture
The independent platform is a web-based REST API
platform. It can also be called lexicographical resources
management database. Built to be simple and accessible,
this web application stores and distributes all the lexico-
graphic resources resulting from the collaborative work
done by NTeALan’s communities members and external
contributors.

The independent architecture uses our internal NLP tools
to manage the XND file format in order to give users easy

2These include tokenizers, lemmatizers, text parsers and lexi-
cal disambiguation tools used for processing noisy lexicographic
corpora.

http://dico-edit.ntealan.net
http://dico-edit.ntealan.net
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access to their contributions (see section 4.). The operations
listed in table 3.1. are authorized in open access for each
type of user.

Operations NTeALan’s
users

Native
speakers
commu-
nity

Scientific
experts

manage
dictionary yes no yes

manage
article yes yes yes

validations no yes yes
cultural media yes yes no
comments yes yes yes

Table 1: Users’ privileges for each operation in NTeALan’s
REST API

This architecture is hosted at https://apis.
ntealan.net/ntealan/dictionaries and is
accessible under the Creative Commons BY-NC-SA
3.0 license. The access rights, for each type of user, is
described in table 3.1..

3.2. Dependent architectures
Dependent architectures are web platforms which use the
data stored in common REST API database (Independent
platform), the latter are enriched by contributors. They can
also perform the operations described in table 3.1. through
their web interface.

3.2.1. Dictionaries management platform
As a web platform, the dictionaries management platform
is a graphical management version of the REST API
platform. It allows NTeALan members (users) to manage
dictionaries, articles, users, users comments, access re-
quests and cultural resources.

Figure 3: Dictionaries management platform for man-
aging multi-modal and multilingual lexicographical re-
sources in African languages. This platform is un-
der NTeALan’s license: (https://ntealan.net/
dictionaries-platform)

Unlike the two above-mentioned platforms, this is not an

open-source platform. It can be used strictly by NTeALan’s
communities, in a direct collaboration between the linguis-
tics team members and other association members.

3.2.2. Collaborative dictionary platform
The collaborative dictionary3 is also a web platform (see
figure 4) which enriches the lexicographic resources from
the REST API. It gives NTeALan’s communities mem-
bers (see section 2.2.), more precisely native speakers and
African languages experts, the opportunity to build, in a
collaborative approach, resources like lexicons4, illustra-
tion of cultural phenomenon, sounds and videos (recording
process) based on semantic information provided by article
written in their native languages. These shared resources
are stored and freely available for all contributors through
our REST API.

Figure 4: Collaborative dictionaries for sharing multi-
modal and multilingual lexicographical resources in
African languages. This platform is under Creative Com-
mons BY-NC-SA 3.0 license: (https://ntealan.
net)

4. NTeALan language resources and
representation

Most of our dictionaries resources are old bilingual
dictionaries (from linguists’ work) found on the web as
open-source or under Creative Commons BY-NC-SA 3.0
license. The references to the original sources and to the
NTeALan’s versions are provided on all our platforms
from where they can also be consulted.

4.1. African language resource dictionaries
We currently host and share 7 bilingual dictionaries5 on
our REST API. Although the number of entries to date is

3This project was born following the research work of Elvis
Mboning at the University of Douala and University of Lille 3
(Master thesis): (Mboning, 2016) and (Mboning, 2017). We can
cite other related work to this field like (Assoumou, 2010), (Man-
geot and Enguehard, 2011), (Vydrin et al., 2016), (Maslinsky,
2014), (Nouvel et al., 2016), etc.

4To this aim, we built another platform to manage lexico-
graphic resource: [https://ntealan.net/dictionaries-platform].

5Although the first versions are bilingual, these dictionaries are
meant to be multilingual, with priority being given to translation
in all the foreign languages spoken in Africa.

https://apis.ntealan.net/ntealan/dictionaries
https://apis.ntealan.net/ntealan/dictionaries
https://ntealan.net/dictionaries-platform
https://ntealan.net/dictionaries-platform
https://ntealan.net
https://ntealan.net
https://ntealan.net/dictionaries-platform
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still relatively limited (from 3 to 11,500 entries), a growing
community is participating daily in their filling. Table 4.1.
shows the current statistics on the resources managed by
our API.

Language resources Entries Entries
contrib.

Media
contrib.

Bambara-French 11487 1 1
Yemba-French 3031 2 90
Bassa-French 427 5 5
Duala-French 191 5 0
Ghomala-French 16 1 0
Ngiemboon-French 3 2 1
Fulfulde-French 0 0 0

Table 2: State of the art of NTeALan language resources
currently saved in the REST API

Even if the current resources are insufficient and cover only
7 sub-saharan languages, we are nevertheless satisfied with
the craze that is beginning to appear within the communi-
ties of users behind our platforms. However we would like
to determine whether our different infrastructures fit with
the resources produced, the load of connected users and the
users needs. Once we have completed the tests on the plat-
form, the next steps will be generalizing the model to the
other African languages included in our dictionaries.

4.2. Description of NTeALan’s XML format
Each lexical resource management platform has its own
model for structuring and presenting data (sample of (Man-
geot, 2006) and (Benoit and Turcan, 2006)). The XML
format (mainly TEI and LMF XML standards) is today a
reference choice for structuring linguistic, lexicographic
and terminographic data. However, it turns out that these
standards are not often adapted to represent and describe
African languages. Indeed, several linguistic phenomena
such as the concept of nominal class, the management,
translation and localisation of dialect variants, and the
notion of clicks are not explicitly treated, despite all the
needs expressed with regard to the matter6.

After analyzing the structure of a Bantu language from
Cameroon (Yemba, spoken in West region), we decided to
define a proprietary XML structuring model, whose struc-
ture was inspired by the 4 major families of African lan-
guages, namely the Afro-Asian family, the Niger-Kordofan
family, Nilo-Saharan family and the Koisan family. Three
principles guided our choice: representation, simplification
and extensibility:

• representation: this principle aims at describing lan-
guage data at the smallest morpho-syntactic level i.e.
word components (prefix+radical+suffix) and phrase
components like class accord (1/2, 2/4, 5/7).

6Note that it is nonetheless possible in these standards to add
new formalism (tags and attributes) in addition to existing classes.

• simplification: we try to choose XML tag names and
international languages that are easily comprehensi-
ble for the research communities. Also, we decided
to use a linear XML representation, with less parents
and more children in the same parent node.

• extensibility: we would like to give external contribu-
tors the possibility to extend our main XML structure
by adding new nodes (children or parent nodes), de-
pending on the element to represent.

We design our core-node lexicographic data with a root
node called <ntealan_dictionary>, which is di-
vided into two subnodes: <ntealan_paratexte> and
<ntealan_articles>. <ntealan_paratexte>
describes the metadata about the version(s) of the document
(context of the dictionaries production, source description
of the original authors and target description of the XML
VERSION). <ntealan_articles> describes all the
dictionary articles (<article>).

Each article has its own subnodes: <entry> (dialect
variant currently processed), <category> (grammat-
ical categor(y/ies) associated to the dialect variant(s)),
<translations> (translations associated to the dialect,
<examples> (contextualisation of the dialect variants).
Figure 5 illustrates this data representation.

Figure 5: NTeALan dictionaries XML representation

The extension of the article structure by contributors is
only possible in low-node, as shown in figures 5, 6 and 7,
which means that the article model can be updated at each
node level (referred to by an id).

Our XND format is not intended to be standardized to serve
as a reference. On the contrary, it is used as intermediate
format, required by our internal NLP tools and by well-
known standardized formats. Indeed once the external for-
mats are serialized in XND, we have the possibility to con-
vert the data into other formats such as those of the TEI and
LMF dictionaries. These features will be available at the
API level soon.
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Figure 6: Sample Xmlisation of nouns article mbā extracted
from the Yemba-French dictionary

Figure 7: Sample Xmlisation of verbs article lebaka ex-
tracted from Yemba-French dictionary.

5. Problems encountered and future
challenges

The implementation of these first platforms enabled us to
take note of the main challenges. In upcoming years, we
will focus on these issues, enriching our platforms and try-
ing to improve them for future deadlines.

5.1. Problems encountered
We are currently facing two main problems with the
NTeALan platforms:

• the first is the low number of contributors and the
insufficient IT resources. The staff do not have all

the specialists needed (in NLP, NLU and African lan-
guages) for the targeted goals and great ambitions.
The current work is mainly carried out by 4 ac-
tive members of the association. Regarding IT re-
sources, we do not have enough robust IT infrastruc-
tures (servers, field tools, etc.) as required by such a
research work on African languages.

• the second is the lack of funding to carry out our re-
search activities with respect to the development of
NLP and NLU tools. Our funding mainly comes from
the contributions of the association members, which is
not enough in the light of our current ambitions.

5.2. Further challenges
Our ambitions are great and will require more staff (lan-
guage specialists) and financial resources. We would like
to:

• Above all, encourage the greatest number of special-
ists in African languages and cultures from various
African countries and in the whole world, to join our
association because together we can easily take up
challenges.

• Find funding from private and public institutions,
businessmen, companies, who can support our re-
search work and the continuous development of our
applications for the teaching of poorly endowed
African languages.

• Enrich and improve all existing platforms and open
them up more to the scientific community and to
speakers of the languages included. We will first of
all focus on : the autonomous platform for language
and culture teaching, the conversational Agent Assis-
tant for Language Teaching and the Virtual cultural
museum for safeguarding the African socio-cultural
inheritance.

• Strengthen our partnerships with social and cultural
African institutions, universities, research laboratories
and companies specialized in our research areas. The
aim is to create communities of experts in linguistics,
technological and cultural issues throughout the conti-
nent.

De Schryver (De Schryver, 2010, p.587) already wondered
about the specifics of electronic lexicography in the fu-
ture in these terms: "The future of lexicography is digital,
so much is certain. Yet what that digital future will look
like, is far less certain.". This work clearly shows that the
collaboration-based model, coupled with robust NLP plat-
forms, could give meaning to the future nature of electronic
lexicography in Africa.

6. Conclusion
In this article, we described NTeALan platforms and its
XND data representation, and we showed how essential an
association is nowadays, for the construction of good lin-
guistic and lexicographic resources and tools for endowed
African languages. We lead, internally with our academic
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partners (the language and African literature department of
the University of Douala and the ERTIM team of INALCO
(France)), numerous research activities in Artificial Intelli-
gence, NLP, and NLU, in order to contribute to the indus-
trialization of African languages. It is obvious that a lot re-
mains to be done, however the first results of our study have
proven to be very useful for our applications (the conversa-
tional agent NTeABot, the learning platform, the transla-
tion platform, etc.) and can be used by other researchers:
this includes data (in different common formats like XML,
TEI, LMF, XND) and tools. We are convinced, as Tunde
Opeibi (Tunde, 2012, p.289) already said, that "the linguis-
tic diversity in Africa can still become the catalyst that will
promote cultural, socio-economic, political, and technolog-
ical development, as well as sustainable growth and good
governance in Africa."
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